Adolescent parenthood is associated with a range of adverse outcomes for young mothers, including mental health problems such as depression, substance abuse, and posttraumatic stress disorder. Teen mothers are also more likely to be impoverished and reside in communities and families that are socially and economically disadvantaged. These circumstances can adversely affect maternal mental health, parenting, and behavior outcomes for their children. In this report, we provide an overview of the mental health challenges associated with teen parenthood, barriers that often prevent teen mothers from seeking mental health services, and interventions for this vulnerable population that can be integrated into primary care services. Pediatricians in the primary care setting are in a unique position to address the mental health needs of adolescent parents because teens often turn to them first for assistance with emotional and behavioral concerns. Consequently, pediatricians can play a pivotal role in facilitating and encouraging teen parents’ engagement in mental health treatment. Pediatrics 2014;133:114–122.
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Adolescent childbearing is a remarkably common occurrence in the United States, seen across all geographic, racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic groups. Medical providers often struggle to provide comprehensive care to young families, many of whom face a wide variety of barriers to optimal health and development. Because teen mothers often face significant environmental and psychosocial stressors and are at risk for a number of mental health concerns that can affect them and their children, primary care for young mothers and their children must include attention to these problems. Indeed, in recent years there has been a growing call for pediatric primary care providers to become more engaged in the early detection and treatment of mental health concerns in the primary care setting, and models of integration have been developed and disseminated.\(^1,2\) Additionally, the prevalence and implications of postpartum depression have garnered significant attention in the fields of clinical medicine and public health, leading to advocacy for maternal mental health screening during the infant’s well child visits.\(^3,4,5\) This increasing attention to the need for mental health awareness, assessment, and management within primary care is very relevant for clinicians caring for adolescent mothers and has driven the development of this review.

This article summarizes the current literature on the prevalence and severity of mental health disorders in adolescent mothers, barriers to care, and recommendations for interventions that address the mental health needs of this vulnerable population. Although the mental health of teen fathers also has an important influence on fathers, mothers, and children, there is little research on the mental health of adolescent fathers. Thus, for the purpose of this review we will focus on teen mothers, but we strongly encourage the field to investigate the mental health needs of young fathers also.

**PREVALENCE OF MENTAL HEALTH CONCERNS AMONG TEEN MOTHERS**

In addition to navigating the developmental tasks of adolescence, teenage mothers must also adjust to the responsibilities and demands of parenting, often in the context of economic and social disadvantage. Such stressors may contribute to a range of mental health problems that can adversely affect the functioning and parenting behavior of adolescent mothers and increase the risk of behavioral problems in their offspring.

A number of studies suggest that adolescent mothers experience significantly higher rates of depression, both prenatally and postpartum, than adult mothers and their nonpregnant peers.\(^7,8,9,10,11\) Among adolescent mothers, rates of depression are estimated to be between 16% and 44%. In contrast, the lifetime prevalence of major depression among nonpregnant adolescents and adult women is between 5% and 20%.\(^9\) Depression symptoms among young mothers are also more likely to persist well after the birth of their child.\(^12\) Although there are few prospective, longitudinal studies on the long-term mental health outcomes of adolescent mothers, 1 study of African American adult women who became mothers during adolescence found a twofold increase in depression 20 years after the birth of their first child.\(^13\)

Completed suicides are rare among pregnant women, but the few studies that exist in this area suggest that adolescent mothers may be at elevated risk for suicidal ideation. Approximately 19% of all 15- to 19-year-olds report having thoughts of suicide, and \(~9\)% have made a suicide attempt.\(^14\) The few available studies of suicidality in adolescent mothers found rates ranging from 11% to 30%.\(^15,16\) Early childbearing is also associated with an elevated risk of substance abuse. Estimates of drug use among pregnant adolescents range from 11% to 52%.\(^17,18\) However, these rates may be an underestimate because it is not uncommon for pregnant women to underreport their drug use to medical providers and on self-report surveys.\(^19,20\) Studies have found that substance use among pregnant adolescent women often declines during pregnancy but then resumes after delivery and continues well into adulthood.\(^21,22\) Coinciding with the chronic and persistent mood symptoms described in this population, teen mothers are also at risk for developing symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder, mainly because of their high risk for community and interpersonal violence exposure.\(^23,24\) One study found that on average, teenage mothers had experienced \(>5\) traumatic events, including physical attacks by a partner, neglect, abuse by a parent, incarceration, and traumatic loss. Almost 50% of the adolescent parents in this study met full criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder.\(^25\) Compared with adult mothers, adolescent mothers are 2 to 3 times more likely to be victimized by their partner, the father of their child, or a family member.\(^26,27\)

Although adolescent childbearing is associated with an elevated risk of adverse mental health outcomes,\(^28,29\) there is significant variability in outcomes for individual families. The majority of teen mothers and their children can have positive outcomes equal to those of their peers who bear children later, particularly when they are provided with strong social and functional supports. Therefore, primary care and other interventions for
adolescent families should maintain a strength-based focus.30

UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEEN MOTHERHOOD AND MENTAL HEALTH

The direction of causality in the relationship between teen parenthood and mental health problems is complex and not elucidated by existing research. Adolescent mothers are more likely to be poor and disproportionately African American and Latina, live in low-income communities, be born to parents with low educational and employment attainment, have a history of child abuse, reside in chaotic home environments characterized by poor interpersonal relationships, and have limited social support networks.24,31,32 These are also factors that have been strongly and independently associated with adverse mental health outcomes.12,24,31–35 Additionally, the stressors of caring for an infant may exacerbate the psychological distress experienced by young mothers. Thus, it is unclear whether the stressors and experiences of early childbearing lead to mental health problems or whether the mental health outcomes among adolescent mothers are a result of the adverse life circumstances that often precede and predict teen pregnancy. In studies examining the influence of sociodemographic factors on outcomes, the association between early parenting and adverse mental health was either diminished or no longer significant once potentially confounding factors such as socioeconomic status, parental education, and family functioning (eg, abuse history, parental mental health history, single-parent household) were controlled.6,12,28,33 It is important to note that these studies were conducted with aggregated data, and although there is a significantly greater risk for mental health difficulties among adolescent mothers, not all adolescent mothers have mental health problems. Additional research is needed to explain these variations in mental health outcomes among teenage mothers.

Mental Health and Parenting Behavior

Abundant research links maternal depression and other forms of distress to impairments in parenting and to problem behavior in children.34–39 The impact of maternal mental health on parenting and child behavior is often understood through the lens of attachment theory,40 which posits that infants develop expectations about the availability and responsiveness of their caregivers based on repeated experiences with them. Numerous studies have found an association between maternal depression and insecure attachment in young children.41–45 Because adolescent mothers, more often than adult mothers, may lack the cognitive or social–emotional resources to provide the sensitive and responsive parenting necessary for a secure attachment,46 pediatricians working with adolescent mothers should attempt to assess and foster attachment behaviors in the context of well child care and anticipatory guidance.

A positive and supportive relationship between the teen mom and her mother and the infant’s father has been repeatedly found to be a protective factor for teen mothers and their children.28,35,47 Thus, pediatricians may also use their contact with a child’s father or grandmother to foster the quality of these important relationships and to talk with teen mothers about these relationships and their potential for support.

Mental Health Service Use Among Teen Mothers

There are few data on mental health service use among pregnant and parenting adolescents. Available data on mental health service use among low-income women in general and families from diverse ethnic backgrounds suggest that vulnerable groups, such as teenage mothers, face significant barriers in accessing mental health services.

Up to 50% of pediatric visits address some behavioral or psychosocial concern.48 However, of the 15 million children and adolescents with a diagnosed mental health disorder, 25% or less receive ongoing mental health services.49 Rates are often much lower for youth who are poor, of ethnic minority status, or from disadvantaged backgrounds.50,51 Youth and families from impoverished communities face many barriers to treatment, which may explain the disparities in access to mental health care. First, mental health services in urban and rural communities are often inadequate or insufficient to meet the mental health needs of low-income youth, particularly those from families that rely on public or community-based health care services. As a result, many youth receive mental health services in the primary care setting; however, primary care providers vary in their expertise and ability to treat mental health disorders in adolescents.50,51 Lack of insurance, time availability, and transportation, which are especially salient issues for teenage parents, may also impede access to mental health services. Although some states allow adolescents to consent for mental health care, teens may still refuse or avoid services out of fear that their parent or guardian will discover their help seeking.52 The structure of mental health appointments may also be a barrier. Teenage parents may be more likely to engage in treatment when appointments are flexible and accommodating to their school schedules and allow them to discuss...
their problems at their own pace, instead of through an intake process that can appear intrusive and insensitive.25 Given that teenage parents are disproportionately African American or Latino, physicians should consider some of the factors that may affect mental health service use in these groups, particularly African Americans. Available studies suggest that African Americans are at greater risk of underusing mental health services than other racial and ethnic groups. In some studies, African American mothers were half as likely to use mental health services, and when they did engage in mental health treatment, they received fewer sessions and were more likely to terminate services prematurely.62–64 This is consistent with more widespread data on African American disparities in medical care in general.51 In addition to these obstacles to care, there are additional access considerations for African Americans such as trust, privacy and safety concerns, and perceptions of low participation in decision-making. Specific to mental health treatment, greater pessimism about antidepressant and psychotherapeutic efficacy, preference for care by a professional of the same race or ethnicity, greater value of spiritual factors, and greater concern for stigma are also salient factors.56–60

Unfortunately, need does not correlate with service use; however, linkage to gateway agencies can be an important facilitator of service access and use.61 Effective gateway agencies include schools, churches, and juvenile justice agencies. For example, many school districts have mental health providers that can serve as critical point people in identifying and treating mental health problems.62 There is evidence for success of 1 school-based program for teen mothers that included access to a school social worker, weekly peer groups, and direct coordination with the teen’s primary care provider. Notable mental health outcomes of participants in this program included greater motivation and hopefulness.63 The adolescent parent’s pediatrician also has the potential to be an important gateway to mental health care. There is abundant and ongoing evidence for successful mental health integration in the primary care office. Existing models for collaborative care include colocated pediatricians and child psychiatrists or psychologists; telephone mental health consultation services, including telepsychiatry (staffed by child psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, or mental health coordinators); formal cross-educational sessions between mental health clinicians and pediatricians; and implementation of care managers (staffed by child psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, or mental health coordinators).64–71 Pediatricians who do not have colocated mental health services can support teen mothers with mental health needs by facilitating referrals to gateway organizations, such as the department of health, outpatient mental health programs, and community-based organizations with wraparound services that include mental health care.

Although these models of care are not tailored solely to adolescent parents, 1 program described in the literature offers a comprehensive service delivery model. A multidisciplinary team of clinicians (eg, obstetrician–gynecologist, pediatrician, social worker, and health educator) are colocated in a multiservice center that also includes social service agencies.72 Adolescent parent participants had more regular clinic attendance; had better health outcomes (as did their offspring); were more consistent in their use of contraception, with lower repeat pregnancy rates; and had better school attendance and matriculation rates. Expansion of such a program to include mental health services would improve access to mental health care.

MENTAL HEALTH SCREENING IN TEEN MOTHERS

Although the critical significance of mental health screening in the pediatrician’s office has recently gained attention in the field, there is a dearth of literature on mental health screening of adolescent mothers.73 However, the evidence to date suggests the utility of in-office screening of all adolescents with various mental health screening tools (eg, Diagnostic Predictive Scales–8, Columbia Depression Scale, and select items from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey, Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale for Children, Beck Depression Inventory, and Postpartum Depression Screening Scale).74–76 Furthermore, mental health screening of mothers at pediatricians’ offices during infants’ well child visits is a stated concern of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) Task Force on the Family and Bright Futures and has been found feasible and effective with various mental health screening measures, such as the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale and the Patient Health Questionnaire.3–6,77–79 This emerging evidence suggests the great potential for effective mental health screening of teen mothers.

MENTAL HEALTH INTERVENTIONS FOR TEEN MOTHERS

Mental health interventions targeting adolescent parents are limited. In our review of the literature on mental health interventions relevant to teen mothers, we found that interventions are typically nontraditional and integrated into other settings, primarily primary care or other clinical contexts, home visits, and schools. We focused our review on interventions delivered in the home and in the primary care setting, because
they would be most relevant to primary care physicians. Specific interventions discussed in each category were selected if they had empirical support and published findings. Emergent interventions and practice guidelines are also discussed.

**Pediatric Primary Care: The Pediatrician’s Role**

The role of the primary care physician in directly addressing the mental health needs of teen mothers has not been rigorously studied. However, the AAP has highlighted the critical role of pediatric providers and provided practice guidelines. By establishing rapport; assessing mental health concerns, providing individual or group-based counseling around parental stress, positive parenting techniques and infant care and development, and facilitating referrals to services in the community, physicians can help address the mental health concerns of adolescent mothers.

**General Mental Health Interventions in the Medical Setting**

Mental health interventions for children and adolescents administered in the general medical setting are scarcely described in the literature. 1 study described mental health training for nurses in a practice over 4 months with additional ongoing supervision. The nurses provided psychoeducation and brief therapy and collaborated with school and community mental health resources. The pediatric participants receiving the study intervention experienced greater access to and completion of mental health care compared with control patients receiving usual care. Another successful trial involving adolescent subjects implemented clinician-administered motivational interviewing in the office and referral to an Internet cognitive behavioral therapy program. Engagement in the Internet program was substantial, and participants experienced a reduction in thoughts of self-harm, hopelessness, and depression. Yet another study reported the benefits of motivational interviewing in the emergency department to target adolescent alcohol abuse. Motivational interviewing is a recent, rapidly expanding intervention focused on increasing motivation for change by working through ambivalence. The interview may be brief, <45 minutes, with a conversational and collaborative approach. The ultimate goal of this intervention is to effect behavioral change.

With regard to general interventions for teen mothers, 1 study described the benefits of scheduled social work visits during clinical appointments, waiting room education, clinician inquiries into education and family planning, and regular appointment reminder calls and letters. Teen dropout and repeat pregnancy rates and infant immunization rates and emergency department usage were all improved compared to a control group. Again, modification of such a program to more specifically include attention to mental health could optimize the psychological well-being of adolescent mothers.

**Pediatric Primary Care: The Teen–Tot Model**

The core component of the Teen–Tot model is the provision of comprehensive primary care for both teen parents and their children together in the medical home. In this model, case management, social work, and mental health services are also integrated into medical care visits. The interdisciplinary team assists adolescent-headed families in accessing needed community-based services and teaches and empowers them to access such resources themselves. By doing this work in the context of an ongoing relationship, the team is also providing empathy, support, and modeling of parenting and healthy relationships. The team also facilitates the involvement of a mental health professional when more substantial intervention is needed (eg, in cases of trauma or interpersonal partner violence). Ideally, the mental health providers would be colocated in the primary care setting so that they are available during clinic sessions, can interact with families, and can have regular contact with the clinic staff. A rigorous evaluation of the Teen–Tot model, including its effectiveness at addressing the mental health needs of adolescent mothers, is being conducted by the authors. The few preliminary studies of the model have found declines in the number of repeat pregnancies and more positive outcomes in education for teen mothers and infant health.

**Home Visiting**

As early as 1975, Selma Fraiberg and colleagues first described a home-based intervention with mothers and infants in which the mother’s own childhood experiences of trauma, deprivation, or conflict limited her ability to psychologically provide competent care to her child. Although mental health services are not a primary focus of most current home visiting interventions, Fraiberg’s theory suggests that the relationship between the home visitor and the mother is an important influence on the mother’s mental health. The home visitor engages and gains the trust of the teen parent by being empathic and attentive to her emotional and concrete needs, which enables the mother to better attend to those needs in her child. The home visitor also serves as a model for the mother, teaching her experientially and didactically about the importance of...
empathy, support, and appropriate limit setting.

The best-known and most rigorously evaluated home visitation program was developed and studied by David Olds and colleagues.89 The Nurse Home Visitation Program provided regular home visits by nurses to a group of largely poor unmarried mothers (approximately half were adolescents) before and after the birth of their first child. Fifteen years later the women receiving this intervention had fewer subsequent pregnancies and births, less time on welfare, fewer arrests, fewer problems resulting from substance abuse, and fewer substantiated reports of child abuse and neglect compared with a control group.89–92

Numerous other home visiting programs, including Healthy Start and Healthy Families America, have been implemented and evaluated with a range of at-risk mothers and young children, with mixed results. It is noteworthy that these programs have generally demonstrated their greatest benefits for low-income, first-time adolescent mothers.93

Coparenting

Two interventions to strengthen positive coparenting in teen parents have been developed and implemented collaboratively with health care providers. The Young Parenthood Program94 is a 10-session intervention for individual teen parent couples focused on building communication, self-regulation, and other interpersonal skills related to coparenting. More positive parenting was observed among fathers who participated in this intervention than among those in a control condition.94 Strong Foundations95 is an intervention that includes 5 prenatal group sessions for expectant adolescent couples followed by 9 individual postpartum sessions integrated into well child pediatric visits during the child’s first year. Sessions teach communication and conflict management skills and work toward developing an identity as a coparenting team. Strong Foundations outcome data have not yet been published. Because resources such as these are rare in most communities, providers should be alert to the coparenting relationship and sensitive to ways in which they can provide support and encouragement for young parents to work together, regardless of the status of their romantic relationship.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PEDIATRIC PROVIDERS

The pediatric primary care setting is a universal, nonstigmatizing source of services to teen mothers and their children. As such, it is likely to be the first place teen mothers turn for assistance with mental health concerns, and there are a number of ways in which pediatricians can facilitate or directly address mental health needs. Not all young mothers will be able to articulate their experiences and concerns directly to providers. Therefore, pediatricians must also spend time during primary care visits to assess the psychological and emotional well-being of both mother and child. Such an assessment does not have to be a lengthy, formal clinical evaluation. Rather, regular use of brief and effective screening tools is an efficient means of eliciting information and initiating conversations about mothers’ stressors, symptoms of depression, history of trauma, and experiences in parenting.

The pediatrician’s ability to establish relationships with teen mothers and appropriately refer to community mental health agencies, including home visiting programs, schools, and other agencies providing services to adolescent parents, is critical to service use and optimization of care for adolescent mothers and their children. Furthermore, when pediatricians directly facilitate and encourage access to mental health services, mothers are more likely to use them.90

Perhaps the best method for engaging teen mothers in behavioral health services is to integrate them directly into a primary care setting with a multidisciplinary treatment team. Mothers who are reluctant to seek services for themselves might be more amenable to dyadic work with a focus on their child. If mothers are not interested in meeting with a mental health professional or one is not available in a community, pediatric providers who do not have specific mental health training can provide important assistance and meaningful support to young mothers who are isolated or lack models of positive coping skills. Primary care providers can offer parent coaching and education and facilitate mothers’ ability to seek positive support from others in their lives and community.

This article is intended to augment the AAP’s “Clinical Report: Care of Adolescent Parents and Their Children,” which highlights the responsibilities of the pediatrician in the medical home to include anticipatory guidance, knowledge of community resources, mental health screening, and advocacy.80 Because a full review and discussion of the pediatrician’s role in mental health care are beyond the scope of this article, the reader is also directed to the AAP for resources and practice parameters on improving mental health care in pediatric practice.96–101

There remains a need for a broad range of research to more fully elucidate how pediatricians can contribute to improved mental health outcomes for teen mothers and their children. In addition, other factors influencing mental health warrant investigation. The role of grandmothers, other family
members, and young fathers in the lives of teen mothers and their children is complex and not well understood. Future research should specifically work to clarify causal relationships and identify modifiable factors that influence outcomes. Finally, research is needed to elucidate the effectiveness of different forms of intervention for this population. Standards of care for teen parents and their children have not been established.
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